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Bitcoin: currency of the future?The Bitcoin exchange rate has seen spectacular peaks and crashes

over the past few years. Is it safe to invest in Bitcoins? What makes this virtual currency so special?

Should you join this increasingly popular payment system? This ebook for Bitcoin Beginners like

you takes you by the hand, answering questions like:History behind the Bitcoin revolutionHow

Bitcoin works - no overly technical language here!Surprising ways to get free BitcoinÂ How to earn

in BitcoinWhere to buy BitcoinsÂ The safest online wallet providersHow you can maximize

securityHow to get safely paid in BitcoinsWhere you can pay with your BitcoinsÂ What the future

holds for Bitcoin - a must read!How to stay on top of the latest Bitcoin developmentsDon't worry

about intimidating terms like blockchain, wallet, private key, or mining. You will learn about them

step by step in the only Bitcoin guide you will ever need.All you need to know about BitcoinAfter

years of experimenting extensively with Bitcoin, Sam Patterson brings you a no-fluff, step-by-step

Bitcoin guide that will get you started in the new economy. Scroll up and click "Buy Now" to access

your download in under a minute!
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This guide explains exactly what Bitcoin is, how it works and how you can obtain Bitcoin, store them

safely, spend them, and even create them yourself.I found Bitcoin very complicated and wanted to

know more about this topic. That's why I bought this book. In this guide the author gives you

everything you need to know in order to understand the system and get started, the advantages &

disadvantages of digital money, the history & the future of Bitcoin, etc etc.

I admit that I knew nothing about bitcoin when I read this book. I ran across the title here and was

very intrigued. This was a great find. Very thorough and by the end of it, I felt I had a very good

understanding of the advantages of using bitcoin and also how to go about getting started. Very

good breakdown of information.

This is the best Bitcoin guide I've come across so far! I even prever it to the official Bitcoin wiki,

because here you get the whole picture presented in a nice overview instead of having to click your

way through the wiki and other online resources without knowing exactly where to start.The author

is definately knowledgable on the subject, and the book is written in a clear to the point style!

This is a lengthy book packed with information. The author explains the benefits and challenges of

using bitcoin and explains several ways to protect yourself against the pitfalls of cyber-cash. I

believe bitcoin shows great promise, despite its technical challenges. Just consider how many

people are already using Paypal, which is in way, an alternate form of paying for transactions.If you

haven't read much about digital cash yet this book will expand your mind. You'll find links to articles,

websites and books for further reading. Great read!

There seems to be a theme amongst the books here, people are must be buying 5 star reviews,

because the worse books seem to be the highest rated ones. I bought a number of the books on the

subject and of the four labeled Step by Step only one bothered to actually provide some sort of step

by step guide. This was not the one. The materiel in this book is covered in any of the other books

on the subject and this book offers nothing additional.

This book is an excellent primer about BitCoin. I've been reading news articles about BitCoin for a

couple of years now but knew very little about the actual "how to" details. Mr. Patterson has given

us the necessary details to make good decisions about this new and exciting type of currency. He



gives enough information to know how start acquiring BitCoin, using it to buy or send to someone,

and explanation of the important terms and processes, and the benefits and precautions.Whenever

s new technology comes into existance, people are often reluctant to participate because of a lack

of knowledge. It is even more so when the new technology has to do with financial matters. There's

enough information in this little book to remove the doubts and make a first step with BitCoin.

This book tells you virtually everything you need to know about Bitcoin. It covers the basics really

well and is rather easy to understand. I would recommend it to people who are interested in this new

form of digital currency.

If you are like me and mystified yet interested in Bitcoin, this book is a good place to start. It

explains in layman's terms what Bitcoin is and where it came from, while also exploring the

investment and commercial opportunities that are currently available from Mining and Investment to

the utilization of Bitcoin as an alternative to the government paper that is being vomited out by the

central banks around the globe. I'm not a techno-geek, but I've now got a Bitcoin wallet and am

working towards acquiring my first Bitcoins (hopefully the first of many).
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